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PAPER
Zone-Based Energy Aware Data Collection Protocol for WSNs

Alberto GALLEGOS†a), Nonmember, Taku NOGUCHI††, Tomoko IZUMI††,
and Yoshio NAKATANI††, Members

SUMMARY In this paper we propose the Zone-based Energy Aware
data coLlection (ZEAL) protocol. ZEAL is designed to be used in agricul-
tural applications for wireless sensor networks. In these type of applications,
all data is often routed to a single point (named “sink” in sensor networks).
The overuse of the same routes quickly depletes the energy of the nodes
closer to the sink. In order to minimize this problem, ZEAL automati-
cally creates zones (groups of nodes) independent from each other based
on the trajectory of one or more mobile sinks. In this approach the sinks
collects data queued in sub-sinks in each zone. Unlike existing protocols,
ZEAL accomplish its routing tasks without using GPS modules for location
awareness or synchronization mechanisms. Additionally, ZEAL provides
an energy saving mechanism on the network layer that puts zones to sleep
when there are no mobile sinks nearby. To evaluate ZEAL, it is compared
with the Maximum Amount Shortest Path (MASP) protocol. Our simula-
tions using the ns-3 network simulator show that ZEAL is able to collect a
larger number of packets with significantly less energy in the same amount
of time.
key words: wireless sensor networks, protocols, routing protocols, urban
farming, precision agriculture, ns-3 simulator

1. Introduction

According to the latest revision of the United Nations popu-
lation prospects, the world population is projected to grow by
34 percent from 6.8 billion today to 9.1 billion in 2050 [1]. 70
percent of this population is expected to be urban. This will
not only put pressure on the already scarce agricultural re-
sources, but also aggravate the problem with the decrease of
farming land. Farmers will have to make use of technologies
to respond to these changes, producing more with less. Fur-
thermore, it is estimated that as much as 25 to 50 percent of
all food produced is wasted due to our inadequate distribution
and storage systems [2]. In order to mitigate some of these
problems, people living in urban settlements are required to
be involved in the food production process. For example,
by cultivating food in or around towns or cities (urban farm-
ing). Urban farming has grown in popularity in recent years
with both private [3], [4] and public [5] initiatives around the
globe. In highly populated cities, rooftops have served as the
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most common spaces used in urban farming but farms are not
limited to these spaces. In fact, urban farms can take place in
spaces as small as building balconies. Precision agriculture
is a farming management concept based on observing and
monitoring plants conditions, nutrients, and keeping track of
statistics to boost productivity. Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) used in Precision agriculture systems are frequently
too “simplistic” from the point of view of routing design.
These systems often involve 1-hop routing designs or clus-
ter tree patterns [6]–[8]. One problem with these designs is
the requirement of a manual positioning of the cluster heads
which serve as a data collection points. Ideally, these must
be positioned in range of each other and/or in the center of
their corresponding cluster. This approach limits the net-
work topology options and puts stress on some key network
conjunctions. Moreover, cluster head nodes in this type of
design usually need extra energy sources to support the ad-
ditional required radio range and routing. In this paper, we
describe in detail the Zone-based Energy Aware Data coL-
lection (ZEAL) routing protocol. ZEAL is a WSN protocol
designed for but not limited to precision agriculture. It is
able to overcome some limitations of traditional WSN pro-
tocols used in precision agriculture (central tree clustering
based design and unsupported mobile data collection). For
instance, ZEAL can be used in vertical farming [9], one of
the world governments’ efforts to achieve food sustainability
in cities around the world (Fig. 1).

Additionally, in this paper, we propose a new communi-
cation time slot assignment algorithm called SelectiveTA to
provide asynchronous communication between sensors and
a mobile sink. Unlike existing protocols that use mobile
sinks with constrained paths for data collection, ZEAL is a
equipped with an energy saving mechanism implemented in
the network layer during the data collection process. Build-
ing real implementations of wireless sensor nodes can be
costly and time consuming. Using simulations allows for
isolation of aspects of the developing process to focus on
specific problems. The ns-3 simulator [10] is a popular dis-
crete event network simulator used to evaluate a wide range
of network aspects. Its direct code execution module (DCE)
provides facilities to use the real Linux networking stack
and network applications [11]. In other words, its emulation
capabilities grant the possibility of reusing the same source
code in testbeds (implementations of real physical wireless
nodes) at no additional cost. For this reason, in this paper,
we conduct a performance evaluation using ns-3. The paper
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Fig. 1 Urban farm using ZEAL protocol. Information can be collected
using a mobile sink at the top of the building.

is organized as follows:
Section 2 gives a brief description of related WSN pro-

tocols. Section 3 contains details of the classification and
operation of the ZEAL routing protocol. We provide a de-
tailed description of the communication time slot assign-
ment, routing and duty cycling mechanisms used in ZEAL.
Section 4 contains our evaluation of the protocol followed
by our conclusions in Sect. 5.

2. Related Work

It is not uncommon to use Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)
in precision agriculture systems in the literature. However,
optimization and development of such systems focus mainly
on applications (irrigation, temperature control, status up-
dates, etc). Because of its simple design, in precision agri-
culture the protocol Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hier-
archy (LEACH) [12] is arguably, the most common choice.
LEACH is a clustering protocol that make use of a ran-
domized rotation of the cluster heads to balance the energy
consumption in the network. Its principal drawbacks (single
hop routing and static cluster head selection and rotation) are
addressed in multiple variants of the protocol such as HSEP
[13], HEED [14], HEER [15] to mention a few. LEACH
uses a probabilistic cluster head selection while the vari-
ants introduce additional parameters to select and rotate the
cluster heads. Examples of such parameters include the
residual energy and distance (which also requires location-
awareness). Naturally, the energy saving approach in these
protocols consists of balancing the node usage. Keeping this
balance comes with a cost, given that overuse of the interme-
diate nodes is not prevented and maintaining the inter cluster
communication ends up increasing the energy consumption
in the nodes. Other WSN Routing Protocols [16]–[18] fol-
low a different approach by using mobile nodes that move

through constrained paths to collect information. ZEAL, the
protocol in this paper also make use of this concept to collect
information. Different to similar protocols, ZEAL do not re-
quire clock synchronization and provides an energy saving
solution used in the data collection process.

3. The ZEAL Routing Protocol

In general, routing protocols are categorized as reactive or
proactive, in relationship to the way they create their routes
to a destination. In proactive protocols, the nodes create
routes in advance, while in reactive protocols the nodes cre-
ate routes only when they are requested to send data. These
characteristics make proactive protocols best suited for non-
mobile scenarios while reactive protocols are used in scenar-
ios with high mobility. The protocol discussed in this paper
(ZEAL) is a hybrid, proactive in nature but designed to be
used in scenarios with one or more mobile nodes that collect
data from the network. According to their behavior, nodes
in ZEAL can be classified into 3 types (Fig. 2):

• Sink nodes. Mobile nodes in charge of diving the space
into routing zones and collect data from these zones
through the subsink nodes.

• Subsink nodes. Nodes that are at some point within
direct communication area of a sink. Only subsinks
can transmit data to a mobile sink directly.

• Member nodes. Nodes that are not within a direct com-
munication area of a sink node and require additional
node relays to reach a subsink. There are one or more
intermediate nodes along the path from a member node
to a subsink.

In ZEAL one or more mobile sinks move at constant
speed through a constrained path. The path-constrained mo-
bile sinks do not necessarily have to move back and forth
between a start point and an endpoint. Mobile sinks are
allowed to move unidirectionally, but are required to move
along a constrained path multiple times. For the follow-
ing discussions, we assume for simplicity that mobile sinks
move at constant speed back and forth between a start point
and an endpoint (cyclical movements). On the first cycle,
ZEAL forms independent routing zones, and in subsequent
cycles, it collects data from these routing zones. Although
the constant speed requirement can be seen as a constraint of
the protocol, it can also bring some benefits. ZEAL uses the
constant speed of the sink to create semi-equal routing zones
and optimize the data collection process and energy saving.
In our evaluations, member nodes and subsinks do not have
any particular characteristics. Neither GPS module nor re-
newable external energy sources are assumed. On the other
hand, sink(s) are assumed to be arbitrary powerful nodes
according to the application requirements and deployment
characteristics. For example, a sink installed on a circular
conveyor belt that allows the sink to achieve the desire cycli-
cal movements at constant speed. Another option is the use
of sinks on autonomous vehicles [19] capable of moving in
cycles over large areas. Mobile sinks can also make use of ex-
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Fig. 2 Type of nodes used in ZEAL. A sink node moves exchanging
information with the subsink nodes, while the member nodes use a multi-
hop communication to reach the subsink nodes.

isting infrastructure. For instance, a mobile sink node can be
placed in an aerial tramway (ropeway car). Aerial tramways
move naturally in cycles with constant speeds. They could
collect information from sensor nodes scattered around a
mountain. For example, the information could describe the
values in humidity from different levels of the mountain, or
even describe the amount of snow in different areas on the
mountain and be used as an early detection of avalanches in
winter.

The ZEAL protocol requires two phases to function:
The setup phase and the data collection phase.

3.1 Setup Phase

The objective of the setup phase is to create independent
routing zones, populate the routing tables and select the
subsink in each zone. The number of zones assigned to
each sink is determined by solving an optimization problem.
Let S and Z be the desired total number of sinks and zones
selected by the sensor network administrator. The number
of zones zi for each mobile sink i is assigned to satisfy the
following conditions (i = 1 . . . S):

min{max(|zi − z j | : i � j, i, j = 1 . . . S)}
subject to zi − z j ≥ 0 i ≥ j, i, j = 1 . . . S
S�

i=1
zi = Z

The objective is to have the smallest difference in the number
of zones assigned to each mobile sink. Each mobile sink has
an identifier attached to it. The first constrain ensures that
the sink with the smallest identifier has the highest priority.
That is, it will be assigned with a larger number of zones if
we cannot divide the number of zones equally.

According to the movement of the mobile sinks the
following duties are accomplished:

First half of cycle 1. During the first half of cycle 1,
mobile sinks use BCST1 messages similar to a beacon mech-
anism. All mobile sinks move with constant speed while
broadcasting BCST1 messages containing the assigned zone
ID. The zone ID to be broadcasted is determined by divid-
ing the total time of half cycle by the predefined number
of zones assigned to that mobile sink. For example, in a
scenario where half cycle equals to 90 seconds and the total
number of zones are 3, the mobile sink broadcasts the zone
ID 1 the first 30 seconds, zone ID 2 for the next 30 seconds
and zone ID 3 for the last 30 seconds. Every node receiving a
BCST1 message becomes a subsink candidate and responds
to the originator mobile sink with a UCST1 message. When
a mobile sink receives a UCST1 message from the subsink
candidate for the first time, the reception time is saved in the
mobile sink as its time range start. The reception times of
consecutive UCST1 messages coming from the same node
are saved as time range end. In this way, by the end of the
first half of cycle 1, the mobile sink becomes aware of the
start and end of the communication range of each subsink
candidate. In a dense populated topology, multiple candi-
date subsinks are located close to each other and therefore,
there is a high probability their communication ranges over-
lap with each other. In order to communicate effectively,
a mobile sink should only receive or transmit information
with one subsink at any given time. If every subsink in
range transmits data simultaneously, packet loss caused by
collisions are unavoidable. To minimize this problem, the
mobile sinks use the captured communication range times to
allocate specific time slots in which each subsink can com-
municate exclusively with a mobile sink. A subsink time slot
has a start and end within the boundaries of the communica-
tion ranges previously captured. Both communication range
times and time slots assignment are saved in their corre-
sponding mobile sink(s). The time slot assignment based on
the communication range times of candidate subsinks takes
place exactly at the end of the first half of cycle 1. Time
slots can be assigned in multiple ways [16], the following
algorithms can be used in ZEAL:

• Minimum Time Assignment (MinTA) gives priority for
the overlapping transmission times to the last subsink
in the overlapped area. This algorithm is a simple ap-
proach and the resulting time slots are greatly unbal-
anced.

• Shared Time Assignment (ShareTA) attempt to divide
the overlapped range into even time slots for all the
subsinks located in the communication range of the
mobile sink. However, the resulting assignment can still
contain overlapped time slots in cases where subsinks
are too close together or over each other (Fig. 3-(B)).
In addition, some subsinks can be assigned with a time
slot too small to be useful.

• Selective Time Assignment (SelectiveTA) This new al-
gorithm is specifically designed for ZEAL. It takes ad-
vantage of the subsink candidates preselection used
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Fig. 3 Subsink communication ranges and time slots assignment algorithms.

in ZEAL. Different to algorithm such as ShareTA, it
achieves a real exclusive communication time slot as-
signment to each subsink. SelectiveTA use 2 filters:
Filter 1. After a preliminary assignment of the time
slots, selectiveTA removes any remaining overlapped
time slots. When multiple candidate subsinks with as-
signed slots overlap, the candidate subsink with the
largest assigned time slot takes priority.
Filter2. An x percent of the candidate subsinks with
the smallest time slots are removed in each zone. The
variable x is a parameter and set by the administrator.
Not all the zones posses the same number of candidate
subsinks which means that only the zones that have
enough candidate subsinks will be affected by this fil-
ter. For example, when a zone with only 2 subsinks and
x = 20%, the number of subsinks is not affected by this
filter. A zone with 5 candidate subsinks and x = 20%
would be reduced by 1 subsink. By using a small value
of x, zones with a large number of candidate are reduced
while zones with a small number of candidates remain
unaffected. The time slots of the removed candidate
subsinks are distributed among the contiguous subsink
candidates. Removing candidate subsinks increases the
length of the time slots of the remaining candidate sub-

sinks which are closer to the mobile sink. Furthermore,
there is a positive side effect that comes from filtering
less effective candidate subsinks. No routes are created
to removed candidate subsinks. Network traffic caused
by control packets is reduced and energy is preserved
as a result of not creating these routes. A real example
of the subsink time slot assignment for ShareTA and
SelectiveTA is shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3-(A) shows
the subsink communication ranges as captured by the
mobile sink. The horizontal axis represents time. The
mobile sink begins to move at time 0 and reaches the end
of its movement path at time 80. “S” and “E” denote the
start time and end time of the communication ranges be-
tween each node and the mobile sink, respectively. For
example, subsink 40 communication range is between
time 0 and 15 seconds (red color). Fig. 3-(B) shows the
slot time assignment after executing ShareTA. It is also
possible to observe the resulting overlapped time slots
in some cases (subsinks 109 and 82). In Fig. 3-(C),
SelectiveTA time slots assignment can be seen. Com-
pared to Fig. 3-(B), SelectiveTA filter 1 removed the
overlapped time slots. Additionally, as previously de-
scribed, filter 2 eliminated and redistributed the time
slots of some subsinks. Summarizing, SelectiveTA ef-
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fectively reduces the number of candidate subsinks in
the zone by taking away the least suitable candidate sub-
sinks. All subsink time slots filtered by SelectiveTA are
label “Invalid” next to the subsink number.

Second half of cycle 1. In this half of cycle 1 the
time slots resulting from the algorithms in the first half of
cycle 1 are used. From this point, all candidate subsinks are
now considered subsinks. Immediately after obtaining the
subsink time slots, a calculation of the member requirements
(Mreq) take place. Mreq represents the number of member
nodes from that a subsink can ideally collect data. This
number depends on the size of its assigned time slot. The
Mreq calculations take place inside the mobile sink using
Eq. (1) [16], [17].

Mreq =
dt ∗ at
ds ∗ mt

− 1 (1)

The variable dt represent the data rate at which subsinks
transmit to the mobile sinks. The variable at is the assigned
time slot obtained after the execution of the time assignment
algorithms. The variable ds is the application data rate used
to transmit to the subsinks. Finally, the variable mt is the
total trajectory time of the mobile sink. After the Mreq of
each subsink is calculated, the mobile sink heads back to
its original position while sending UCST2 messages to each
one of the subsinks. By sorting the assigned time slots by
start or end time it is possible to send UCST2 messages to
each one of the subsinks sequentially. The sorting criteria
(ascending index or descending index) changes according
to the moving direction of the mobile sink. We call this
process the index mechanism. When a subsink receives its
UCST2 message, it triggers the sending of the subsink’s
first BCST2 message containing the subsink zone ID, hop
count and its Mreq number. Any member node receiving
the BCST2 message, processes it and if some conditions are
fulfilled, re-broadcasts the BCST2 message (Algorithm 1).
The BCST2 messages create the routing zones, distribute the
subsinks Mreq information and by using the hop information,
create the routes of each member node to the subsinks in its
zone. Figure 4 shows an example of the resulting zones
after the setup phase is completed (end of cycle 1). Before
transmitting data packets in the data collection phase each
member node must select the subsink to transmit data.

Pr = α ∗ Mreq +
1 − α

hopCount
(2)

Member nodes assign a priority Pr to all subsinks in its zone
using Eq. (2). The variable α is a weight value between 0
and 1. The subsink with the highest priority is selected as
the subsink destination.

3.2 Data Collection Phase

After cycle 1 every node except for the mobile sinks, gener-
ates data at the beginning of every cycle. Prior to the data
generation, the routing tables in all nodes are purged of en-
tries to destinations of nodes belonging to different zones to

Algorithm 1: RecvBcst2 algorithm for dividing the
network in zones, creating the shortest path from each
node to their subsinks and distributing mreq.
1 function RecvBcst2 (msgHeader );

Input : A packet with a msgHeadear containing Bcst2
parameters

2 if sinkFlag then
3 return;
4 end
5 if localAddress == subsink then
6 return;
7 end
8 zoneId = msgHeader .getZoneId;
9 mreq = msgHeader .getMreq;

10 hop = msgHeader .getHopCount;
11 subSink = msgHeader .GetSubsink;
12 new rangeEntry(zoneId, mreq, subsink);
13 if rangeEntry not in RangeTable then
14 Add entry to RangeTable;
15 end
16 if RoutingTable == empty then
17 localZone = zoneId;
18 minHop = hop+1;
19 newEntry(zoneId, hop+1, subsink);
20 Add newEntry to RoutingTable; SendBcst2 (subsink,

hop+1, zoneId);
21 else if localZone == zoneId then
22 Search entry with zone == zoneId and destination ==

subsink;
23 if entry not found then
24 newEntry(zoneId, hop+1, subsink);
25 Add newEntry to RoutingTable;
26 SendBcst2 (subsink, hop + 1, zoneId);
27 else if entry.getHopCount ≥ hop+1 then
28 updateRoutingTableEntry(hop+1, sender);
29 SendBcst2 (subsink, hop+1, zoneId);
30 end
31 if minHop ≥ hop+1 then
32 minHop = hop+1;
33 end
34 else
35 if minHop ≥ hop+1 then
36 localZone = zoneId;
37 minHop = hop+1;
38 updateRangeTable(subsink, zoneId);
39 newEntry(zoneId, hop+1, subsink);
40 Add newEntry to RoutingTable;
41 SendBcst2 (subsink, hop+1, zoneId);
42 while end of RoutingTable do
43 if RoutingTableEntry.zone == zoneId

and f lag == invalid then
44 RoutingTableEntry.setFlag = valid;
45 SendBcst2 (subsink, hop+1, zoneId);
46 end
47 end

/* Inform neighbor nodes that the current
node is not longer available for the
old zone */

48 BcstZoneChangeAck(localZone);
49 else
50 newEntry(zoneId, hop+1, subsink);
51 Add newEntry to RoutingTable with invalid flag;
52 end
53 end
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Fig. 4 An example of zone partitioning. The network is divided into 5
zones after executing the setup phase with a single mobile sink at bottom.
Double circles denote the nodes selected as subsinks. The rest of the nodes
are considered member nodes.

Fig. 5 Impact of SelectiveTA in the data collection phase using the poll
mechanism.

their own. Immediately after, the data is sent to their desig-
nated subsink (obtained based on the Mreq). When the data
reaches a subsink it is queued until requested by a mobile
sink. In the data collection phase the mobile sinks continue
their cyclical movements along their constrained paths while
collecting data generated by the member nodes queued at the
subsinks. To accomplish this, the mobile sinks send POLL1
messages to each one of the subsinks on their trajectory by
using the index mechanism. The approach is simple in de-
sign. The mobile sink sends a POLL1 message using the
index mechanism previously described. A POLL1 message
contains the size of the time slot assigned to that specific
subsink. The subsink which receives the POLL1 transmits
DATA packets from its queue to the mobile sink until the
queue is depleted or the assigned time slot runs out.

Figure 5 shows the poll mechanism described above.
Additionally to the benefits of the SelectiveTA algorithm de-
scribed in the setup phase, the filters used by SelectiveTA
have an impact on the data collection process. A POLL mes-
sage takes a portion of the time slot assigned to a subsink, the
greater the number of subsinks the less time is used to actu-
ally transmit data. Reducing the overlap and the number of
subsinks effectively increases the available data transmission
time between the subsinks and the mobile sinks.

3.2.1 Duty Cycling

Node idling is arguably one of the most energy consuming

Fig. 6 ZEAL Phases with 160 seconds cycle.

functions in a WSN [20]. ZEAL introuduces an energy sav-
ing mechanism to the data collection phase. While the poll
mechanism is mainly done to request DATA, it is also used
to facilitate a “sleep mode per zone”. In the data collection
phase, at any given moment the mobile sink is in commu-
nication with one subsink in a single zone. Therefore, it is
possible to put to sleep the nodes in zones whose subsinks
are not actively transmitting DATA to the mobile sink. Set-
ting a zone in sleep mode is done by having the mobile sink
send a POLL2 message instead of a POLL1 when in range
of the last subsink in a zone. A POLL2 message contains
the sleeping time and the time slot time. The sleeping time is
equal to the time the mobile sink takes to return to the same
position ((half cycle time - current time in cycle)* 2).

The subsink receiving this message will decrease the
sleep time by one second and broadcast a BCSTSLP mes-
sage containing the zone id and the sleeping time. After
completing these steps, the subsink sleeps for the amount
of time specified by the sleep time. The rest of the nodes
receiving the SLP message will rebroadcast the message and
enter into a sleep mode in a similar way. The process re-
peats until the zone is completely in a sleep mode. Figure 6
shows an example of the ZEAL protocol phases. The arrows
represent the movement of the mobile sinks in a 160 second
cycle.

4. Evaluation

All experiments were made using the network simulator ns-3
(version 3.25). In all the experiments, the wireless nodes
were random uniformly distributed on a 400m x 200m vir-
tual rectangular area using 10 different random seeds which
creates 10 topologies. The mobile sink moves through the
bottom of the rectangular area (node distributions are similar
to the one shown in Fig. 4). Results are averaged in cases
where multiple seeds are used. The number of nodes in the
network is ranging between 120 and 200. The number of
zones is set to 5. According to our preliminary simulations
with these configurations, average number of subsinks in
each zone is about 5. Therefore, we use 20% as x, i.e. the
worst 1 subsink candidate is averagely removed in each zone.
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Table 1 Differences between MASP and ZEAL protocols.

Characteristics ZEAL MASP
Minimum number

of rounds
1.5 3

Automatic zone
distribution

yes no

Energy saving
function

yes no

Nodes clock
Syncronization Required

no yes

Data collection
mechanism

Poll
mechanism

Synchronized
transmission

Time assignment
algorithms

SelectiveTa
ShareTa
MinTa

ShareTa
MinTa

Inefective subsinks
filter

no yes

Independent zones
per sink

yes no

Precise time
assignment times

no yes

Constrained path
sink movement

yes yes

The Maximum Amount Shortest Path (MASP) protocol
[16] is chosen as a target of comparison in our simulations.
MASP, similar to ZEAL is a multi-hop routing protocol that
uses one or more mobile sinks moving at constant speed.
Both, MASP and ZEAL, divide the the network into zones
and have member nodes with routes to each subsink in their
zone. One key difference of MASP from ZEAL is to ex-
ploit the complete movement prediction of the mobile sink
for subsinks to transmit data packets to it when it enters in
range of the subsinks (synchronized transmissions between
subsinks and mobile sinks). This approach achieves more
accurate transmission time slots than ZEAL’s poll mecha-
nism, but it assumes perfect synchronized clocks among all
nodes in the network. This is a critical constraint of MASP
because it makes a real implementation less feasible and,
with a higher level of complexity (additional synchroniza-
tion methods are required). Key differences between MASP
and ZEAL are summarized in Table 1.

Several WSN protocols have been proposed to reduce
node energy consumption [12]–[15]. These protocols em-
ploy a cross-layer design, and therefore, combine the Mac
layer functions with the network layer functions to save en-
ergy consumed by nodes. On the other hand, ZEAL is a
network layer protocol. All mechanisms of ZEAL, e.g. zone
division, duty cycling and so on, are operated in the net-
work layer. ZEAL can take advantage of the hierarchical,
modular nature of network protocol design. For example,
it is possible to adapt ZEAL in a future implementation to
use LR-WPAN. ZEAL can use its duty cycling mechanism
as well as LR-WPAN duty cycling mechanism (contikiMac)
for further energy saving. It is difficult for existing cross-
layer WSN protocols to use another layered protocol together

because cross-layer protocols and layered protocols conflict
with each other. Design approaches of both ZEAL and exist-
ing energy-efficient WSN protocols are basically different.
Therefore, existing energy-efficient WSN protocols cannot
be applicable to the assumed environment in this paper as an
alternative to ZEAL.

In our evaluations wireless radios are set to a maximum
range of 52m using a constant propagation delay. In all our
experiments the packet size of the application generated data
is set to 1024 bytes; however, both MASP and ZEAL have
an additional overhead of 5 bytes to redirect the packets to
the appropriate subsinks. Application data is only generated
for 1 second at the beginning of every cycle in the data col-
lection phase. All nodes have an initial energy of 3000 J
(equivalent to a single AAA NiMH battery). Energy eval-
uations used the default energy model in ns-3 [20]. This
model consists of energy sources that provide the energy
(a basic linear ideal energy source model) and the devices
that consume the energy from these sources (in this case,
the Wi-Fi radio energy model). We used the default energy
consumption values used by the energy source model: Rx-
Current = 0.313 Amp, TxCcurrent= 0.38 Amp, IdleCurrent
= 0.273 Amp, CcaBusyCurrent = 0.273 Amp. Ideally, LR-
WPAN (IEEE 802.15.4) is used in WSN evaluations. Nev-
ertheless, at the time of the evaluation the LR-WPAN ns-3
module was still undergoing development and there was no
official WSN protocols that could be tested against ZEAL
in the repositories. Additionally, the equivalent LR-WPAN
energy model has yet to be implemented in ns-3. For this rea-
son, in order to evaluate ZEAL’s delivery ratio and energy,
we made use of Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11b). In all the exper-
iments the mobile sinks moves at constant speed of 5 m/s
(unless indicated otherwise).

Figure 7 shows average delivery rate performance with
different number of nodes. In the experiment, the results are
an average of the 10 random uniformly distributed topolo-
gies. The number of nodes are increased by adding addi-
tional nodes to the topology. For example, the topology of
125 nodes is created by adding 5 additional nodes to the
topology of 120 nodes in the same way that the topology
of 130 nodes includes all the nodes of the topology of 125
nodes. Additional nodes create additional routes as well as
the creation of different zone shapes in each protocol. For
this reason, the delivery ratio fluctuates while the number
of nodes increases as shown in Fig. 7. It is also possible to
observe that MASP has a higher delivery ratio than ZEAL
in some number of nodes, though ZEAL achieves a higher
delivery ratio, comprehensively.

One example of this can be observed in Fig. 8. In this
experiment, a single seed (1 topology) and a single data
delivery is used to demonstrate ZEAL’s higher delivery ra-
tio. Additionally, in all the experiments, ZEAL is actually
sending more packets, and therefore, has a higher chance of
packet delivery failure in the experiment. ZEAL uses only 1
cycle to set up the division of the network and the creation
of the routes while MASP require at least 2 cycles to ac-
complish the same setup. Consequently, ZEAL is producing
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Fig. 7 Average data delivery rate using an increasing application data
generation rate and number of nodes. Total duration: 3 cycles. Using 10
uniform random distributed topologies.

Fig. 8 Data delivery rate using a single seed (1 topology). Total duration:
3 cycles.

packets for at least 1 more cycle than MASP. In both pro-
tocols, the delivery rate decreases as the number of nodes
increases. This is because the number of simultaneously
transmitted packets increase the chances of collisions that
lead to route failure during the setup phase. However, ZEAL
transmits less simultaneous packets in the setup phase than
MASP because ZEAL creates zones by using UCST2 mes-
sages separated by the assigned slot times (Fig. 6) instead of
constant broadcasts used by MASP. As a result, route failure
is more likely to occur in MASP than in ZEAL. This is the
main reason why ZEAL achieves a higher delivery ratio than

Fig. 9 ZEAL and MASP average remaining energy after 1 hour. Appli-
cation data is generated at the beginning of every cycle.

MASP. Figure 9 shows the average remaining energy of the
nodes in the network. In this experiment we used exclusively
a data application generation rate of 8232 bps (equivalent to 1
packet/node in 1 cycle). We ran the experiment for 23 cycles
which corresponds to 1 hour in real time. Since MASP lacks
an energy saving feature, the energy consumed by idling
nodes quickly decreases the lifetime of the network. On the
other hand, ZEAL is able to save energy by putting to sleep
any zone that is not in range of the mobile sink.

In ZEAL, subsinks deplete their energy earlier than
member nodes. This is an unavoidable problem in WSNs
using subsinks (sometimes called cluster heads). A rotat-
ing subsink mechanism could save some amount of energy
but increases the complexity of the system as intra-subsink
communication or synchronized scheduling mechanisms are
required. In ZEAL, we opted for a simple implementation.
Using the topology shown in Fig. 10-(A), it is possible to ob-
serve the variance of remaining energy among the member
nodes in the same zone remains relatively close even after
24 cycles (Fig. 10-(B)), or after 72 cycles (Fig. 10-(C)). The
same thing may be said of subsinks in the same zone. The
subsink nodes have nearly the same amount of remaining
energy. Zones are independent from each other and a single
subsink in each zone provides service to some of the member
nodes in the zone. If a subsink depletes its energy and, as a
result, an energy hole arises, only the member nodes served
by it suffer the disruption. Not all the nodes in the zone
are affected by the energy hole. Therefore, energy holes in
ZEAL are not as critical as in other protocols (The whole
network is not compromised). Since, subsinks energy levels
are lower, but close to the remaining energy of the member
nodes, they can be used as an early indicator of the energy
levels in the zone. Regarding a maintenance procedure in
ZEAL, periodical execution of the setup phase can help to
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Fig. 10 (A) Division of nodes into 5 zones using seed(20,6) with ZEAL
protocol. (B) Energy Remaining after 1 hour (24 cycles). (C) Energy Re-
maining after 3 hours (72 cycles). Energy colors are based on the maximum
and minimum residual node energy in each test.

integrate new nodes to the network or discard unavailable
ones.

Figure 11 shows the average remaining energy as well
as the maximum and minimum values registered after 3 cy-
cles. While ZEAL has more energy variance due to the duty
cycling mechanism, the minimum energy consumption val-
ues are still noticeably lower than MASP. MASP average,
minimum and maximum remaining energy values are close
because the most significant source of energy consumption
is the idle state of the nodes. The performance of ZEAL and
MASP with only 3 cycles can be seen in Fig. 12. When few
data packets are produced the number of delivered packets
between ZEAL SelectiveTA and SharedTA is similar. How-
ever, as the number of packets increases, SelectiveTA has
a higher delivery rate because it assigns more time to the
best subsinks while discarding the ones with the worst time
slots. In both SelectiveTA and ShareTA, ZEAL outperforms
MASP because its setup phase is only 1 cycle. A small setup
phase saves time and energy and can be particularly benefi-
cial in cases where repeated execution of the setup phase is
required (e.g. A topology that has periodic node changes).

Fig. 11 Average remaining energy of 10 different seeds and an increasing
number of nodes. Maximum and minimum values caused by the duty
cycling can also be seen in ZEAL. Total duration: 3 cycles.

Fig. 12 Delivered packets with different time slots assignment algo-
rithms.

In Fig. 13, data generation rates of 8232 bps and
74088 bps are used to test the differences between the time
slot assignment algorithms in ZEAL and MASP. As men-
tioned previously in Fig. 12, with a higher number of pack-
ets (in this case caused by a higher number of nodes and
data generation rate) the differences between SharedTA and
SelectiveTA become more obvious. These differences are
specially important when there is a high number of nodes
close to the mobile sink even if the data generation rate is
low. In the case of SharedTA, considering every node in
the path of the mobile sink as a subsink translates into an
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Fig. 13 Time slots assignment with different number of nodes. ZEAL
with SelectiveTA performs better as the number of packet increases.

Fig. 14 Data delivery rate using a single sink at different speeds. Execu-
tion time 3 cycles.

excessive number of small slots with a significant chance of
overlap (similar to the ones shown in Fig. 3).

Figure 14 shows the results of our experiments using a
single sink moving at the bottom of a topology formed by 120
nodes. We tried different broadcast 1 message (BCST1) rates
and sink speeds to conduct our experiments. As explained in
Sect. 3.1, BCST1 are used as a beacon mechanism to deter-
minate subsinks communication ranges in respect to a sink
and their capabilities for the job as subsinks. The smaller the
BCST1 rate (interval) the more BCST1 messages are gener-
ated in a single second. This generates more precise subsink
communication time slots, but also increases the number of

Fig. 15 Average remaining energy using a single sink at different speeds.
Execution time 3 cycles.

Fig. 16 ZEAL protocol in a topology of 120 nodes in a Uniform Random
Distribution (seed(20,6)). The sink move along the middle of the topology.

broadcast 2 (BCST2) messages (specifically in the case of
the MASP protocol). To generate more precise time slots
with a minimum generation of BCST2 in MASP, the value
of the BCST1 rate should be inversely proportional to the
value of the sink speed. The experiment shows that ZEAL
is affected by the speed of the sink. A faster sink movement
implies that there is less amount of time for the BCSTSLP
message to propagate. Subsinks might not be able to wake
up on time before the arrival of the sink in subsequent rounds
if the sleep time window is too small. Energy consumption
is not affected by different values of the BCST1 rate, but it
is affected by the sink speed (Fig. 15). A faster sink will
make smaller cycles and therefore, smaller sleep times. In
experiments with a small number of cycles, the differences in
energy consumption between MASP and ZEAL is relatively
close. Nonetheless, the energy saving done in ZEAL be-
comes more significant in experiments with a higher number
of cycles as previously shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 16 shows the topology previously used in Fig. 10-
(A) but this time with the mobile sink moving along the
middle of the topology using the ZEAL protocol. Naturally,
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Fig. 17 ZEAL and MASP protocols data delivery rate with sink moving
along the middle or bottom of the topology (seed(20,6)).

the change creates a different zones distribution and subsinks
locations. In Fig. 17, the resulting delivery rates using a
sink passing through the middle or bottom of a topology
(seed(20,6)) can be seen.

We can observe that the differences between MASP
and ZEAL with the mobile sink moving at the middle are
smaller than that with the mobile sink moving at the bottom.
Although respective zones in both protocols using the mobile
sink moving at the middle might have different shapes, a great
deal of paths from member nodes to subsinks become 1 hop
paths in both protocols. Consequently, the delivery rate of
ZEAL is just slightly better than MASP. As for the remaining
energy (Fig. 18) ZEAL is superior to MASP in both cases.
The result of ZEAL with the mobile sink at the bottom is
lightly better than ZEAL with the mobile sink at the middle,
because the average amount of sleeping time of the bottom
mobile sink is higher than that with the mobile sink moving
at the middle. From the viewpoint of energy, the advantage
of having the middle mobile sink is reducing the remaining
energy variance between member nodes and subsinks in the
same zone.

Figure 19 shows end-to-end delay performance of both
ZEAL and MASP. This result is measured by using the Flow-
Monitor [21] ns-3 module. In this Figure, ZEAL can reduce
end to end delay in comparison to MASP. ZEAL and MASP
use mobile sinks to collect data, therefore, their end to end de-
lay is affected mostly by the speed of the mobile sinks. Slow
mobile sinks cause, in some cases, packets to be queued for
long periods of time inside the subsinks (i.e. the packets col-
lected in the zone from which the mobile sinks have already
moved away). The end to end delay is affected not only by
the time a mobile sink starts to collect the data from the
subsinks, but also by the shape of the zones. Ideally, in the
topologies where the mobile sink is located at the bottom, the

Fig. 18 ZEAL and MASP protocols remaining energy with sink moving
along the middle or bottom of the topology. Seed(20,6), 5 zone.

Fig. 19 MASP and ZEAL end to end delay using a single mobile sink
moving at the bottom of the topology with different speeds. Seed(12,23), 5
zones, 3 cycles.

creation of the zones should be vertical and without nodes
crossing other zones (a node from one zone should not be
completely surrounded by nodes in other zone). Mobile sink
speed has a great influence over the shapes of the zone in
MASP because the slower mobile sinks moves, the greater
the number of BCST2 messages are generated and transmit-
ted in the zones. ZEAL uses a single message per subsink
(UCST2 message) to trigger BCST2 (zones creation). This
single message per subsink in ZEAL contributes to create
zones more optimally comparing with MASP. For this rea-
son, the better delay performance of ZEAL can be observed.
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5. Conclusions

In order to mitigate the heavy energy consumption of nodes
close to the sinks, we have proposed the ZEAL protocol,
which uses a new communication time slot assignment algo-
rithm (SelectiveTA) and a duty cycling mechanism. Selec-
tiveTA can prevent the creation of non optimal routes and the
duty cycling mechanism can reduce unnecessary idle time
by introducing the sleep-wake cycle. In contrast to other
constrained path routing protocols [16], [17], ZEAL is able
to establish routes and a minimum setup phase with 50%
fewer cycles. We conducted simulation experiments to ana-
lyze the effectiveness of our proposed communication time
slot assignment algorithm and a duty cycling mechanism by
comparing the performance of ZEAL with that of existing
MASP protocol. Our simulations show that ZEAL improves
upon MASP in both energy consumption and packet delivery
rate. ZEAL is designed to work asynchronously so it does
not use any additional location aware modules or synchro-
nization algorithms that might be energy inefficient. The
source code and graphical tools used in the development of
ZEAL and MASP are available at [22]–[24].
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